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The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite was launched on November 27,

1997, and data from all the instruments first became available approximately 30 days after

launch. Since then, much progress has been made in the calibration of the sensors, the

improvement of the rainfall algorithms, in related modeling applications and in new datasets

tailored specifically for these applications. This paper reports the latest results regarding the

calibration of the TRMM Microwave Imager, (TMI), Precipitation Radar (PR) and Visible

and Infrared Sensor (VIRS). For the TMI, a new product is in place that corrects for a still

unknown source of radiation leaking in to the TMI receiver. The PR calibration has been

adjusted upward slightly (by 0.6 dBZ) to better match ground reference targets, while the

VIRS calibration remains largely unchanged. In addition to the instrument calibration, great

strides have been made with the rainfall algorithms as well, with the new rainfall products

agreeing with each other to within less than 20% over monthly zonally averaged statistics.

The TRMM Science Data and Information System (TSDIS) has responded equally well by

making a number of new products, including real-time and fine resolution gridded rainfall

fields available to the modeling community. The TRMM Ground Validation (GV) program is

also responding with improved radar calibration techniques and rainfall algorithms to provide

more accurate GV products which will be further enhanced with the new multiparameter 10-

cm radar being developed for TRMM validation and precipitation studies. Progress in these

various areas has, in turn, led to exciting new developments in the modeling area where Data

Assimilation, and Weather Forecast models are showing dramatic improvements after the

assimilation of observed rainfall fields.



. Motivation and history of TRMM

Tropical rainfall is important in the hydrological cycle and to the lives and welfare of

humans. Three-fourths of the energy that drives the atmospheric wind circulation comes from

the latent heat released by tropical precipitation. Precipitation, unfortunately, is one of the

most difficult atmospheric parameters to measure because of the large variations in space and

time. Tropical rainfall oscillates wildly between severe droughts and occasional deadly

floods. Yet, it often lasts no longer than a few hours at a time. Until the end of 1997,

precipitation in the global tropics was still very uncertain with large numbers of infrared and

passive microwave algorithms providing very diverse estimates. Regarding "global

warming", the various large-scale models differed among themselves in the predicted

magnitude of the warming, distribution and amount of tropical precipitation, and in the

expected regional effects of these temperature and moisture changes. Accurate estimates of

tropical precipitation were desperately needed in order to validate and gain confidence in

these models.

The idea of measuring rainfall from space using a combined instrument complement of

passive and active microwave (radar) instruments was generated in the early 1980's. By

September 1984, a proposal entitled "Tropical Rain Measuring Mission" was submitted to

Dr. Theon at NASA Headquarters by a team of Goddard investigators consisting of Drs.

North, Wilheit and Thiele. Japan's Communications Laboratory, then headed by Dr.

Fugono, joined in the activities soon thereafter. Joint aircraft flights with an experimental

radar (Meneghini et al., 1992) suggested that instrument accuracy was promising. The low

Earth orbit needed to realize such measurements from a spaceborne platform, however,

immediately raised concerns regarding the sampling adequacy of such a satellite.
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The radardata from the four GATE shipsstationedin the IntertropicalConvergenceZone

(ITCZ) off Africa in 1974 were used for a series of sampling studies. Several orbits and

altitudes were considered. An inclined orbit extending between 35°N and 35°S at 350 km

altitude was found to be most suitable. The inclined orbit precessed such that the satellite

would overfly a given location at a different time every day with a 30 day cycle. This would

allow the documentation of the large diurnal variation of tropical rainfall. The altitude of 350

km was satisfactory from the radar antenna requirements. Shin and North (1988, in draft

form by the summer of 1986) showed that in the wet tropical areas the sampling errors for

monthly accumulations in 5°x5 ° grids would be less than 10%. Shin and North also showed

that with rain data from another satellite, such as the SSM/I passive microwave radiometers

onboard military satellites, the sampling errors could be cut in half and useful data could be

obtained in drier environments as well.

Insuring the credibility of space-based measurements of rainfall was also a concern from the

onset because of the considerable difficulty of making accurate rain measurements via

conventional means. Thus, the need for reliable surface-based observations for validating

TRMM satellite measurements was established. The ground validation program that

followed included studies to improve rainfall measurement technology; establishment of

ground validation sites consisting of radars, rain gauges and disdrometers around the tropics;

developing and expanding techniques to measure rainfall in oceanic regions; improving

ground based rainfall estimation techniques; and developing ractar processing and analysis

software for producing and analyzing Ground Validation (GV) products. To complement the

surface-based measurements, the planning for extensive field campaigns was initiated early

to provide the necessary microphysical and dynamical structure of convective systems in the

tropics after launch.
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In Novemberof 1985,the first major workshop wasconvenednear Goddardto further

developthe proposed"Tropical Rainfall MeasuringMission". Many participantsfrom this

meeting soon organized into a more formal Science Steering Panel headed by Dr.

Rasmusson.This groupreleaseda report establishingthesciencepriorities for mission in

1986.Thesegoalsaregivenin Table1.

Although tropical precipitation is organizedon the mesoscale,it is noteworthy that the

primary objectivesof the missionwereto improveclimatemodelsand aid themin climate

prediction. It wasproposedto havea dual frequencyradar,a multi-channeldualpolarized,

conically scanningpassivemicrowaveinstrumentsimilar to SSM/I, asingle frequencycross-

track scanningradiometerto samplealongwith theradars,anda Visible/Infraredradiometer

similar to theAVHRR. Thepurposeof theVisible/Infraredinstrumentwasto enableTRMM

to bea "flying rain gauge".The dual frequencyradarandradiometercombinationwould be

ableto derivehigh qualityprecipitationprofiles.The smallclouddropsthat play an integral

part in the latent heat releaseprocess,however,would not be observablewith sufficient

accuracyto constructverticalprofiles.It wasthereforeplannedfrom thestartto useresultsof

acloud-resolvingnumericalmodelin retrievingtheimportantlatentheatprofiles.

The encouragingresultsfrom the samplingandaircraft studiesled NASA Headquartersto

selectTRMM from a numberof competingproposalsfrom atmosphericscientistsproposing

low-cost atmospheremissions. In 1986, the JapaneseSpace Commission acceptedan

invitation to jointly studythefeasibilityof TRMM. In 1987,NASA designatedTRMM asan

EarthProbe,butdecidedin thespringof 1988,thatthePhaseA budgetestimatefor TRMM

exceededEarth Probespecifications. The ScienceSteeringGroup thereforedecided to

descopetheradarto a singlefrequencyat 14GHz.Thecross-trackscanningradiometerwas

also eliminated. In addition, the resolutionof the Infraredsensorwas reducedfrom 1 to 2

km, and the number of data productsplannedfor the Data Systemwas reducedto the
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minimum neededfor rainfall purposes. Agreementsbetween the US and Japan were

formalized in 1988,leadingto aNew Start for a joint US/Japanmission at that time. The

Japaneseagreedto provide theprecipitationradarand a launchby their new HII Rocket.

NASA wouldprovide thespacecraftandtheotherrain sensinginstruments.

TRMM advancedto PhaseB (final design)in thefall of 1989.Themodified versionof the

ScienceSteeringGroup report waspublishedbefore the end of the year (Simpson, Ed.,

1988). TRMM received strongendorsementin the United Statesby National Research

Council andtheJointFederalAgency'sreviews. Then,in January1990,theU.S. budgetfor

EarthProbeswaseliminatedfor 1991.To overcomethis setback,key membersof theU.S.

andJapanesesciencecommunitiesexpressedtheir urgentneedfor thetropical rainfall datato

severalhigh-placedauthorities.As a consequenceof their efforts,the U. S. Congresspassed

supportfor TRMM for a New Startin 1991,andtheprojectgot formally underway.

At this time, two importantdecisionsweremade. Thefirst wasto slightly enhancethe now

singlepassivemicrowaveradiometerto includeachannelat 10GHz. This wasimportantto

avoidsaturationfrom theheavytropical rainfall. Thesecondwasto accommodatetwo EOS

instruments,namely a Lightning Imaging Sensor(LIS) and a Cloud and Earth Radiant

EnergySystem(CERES)to measurethetotalupwellingradiantenergy.

In early 1991,thefirst TRMM U.S. three-yearScienceTeamwasselectedfrom about 100

proposals(23 membersfrom U.S.,8 foreignmembers).Many meetingsandWorkshopson

algorithmsand validationtook placein both U.S.andJapan,with resultsto be discussedin

the next Section.In 1993,the TRMM Observatorypassedits Critical Design Review and

moved into Phase C/D of actual Observatory construction. In 1994, the U.S. and Japan

simultaneously selected new science teams that would be in place until the launch of TRMM

in 1997. While it was decided that the two teams should operate independently, a Joint
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TRMM Science Team made up of Team Leaders from both countries was established to

coordinate the efforts of both teams. This joint team has worked effectively since then

through the successful launch of TRMM from Tanegashima island on the morning of Nov.

28, 1997 (afternoon of Nov. 27 in the US) to the present time.

2. TRMM Instruments and Instrument Data

2.1 The final instrument complement

The final TRMM instrument complement is shown in Table 2. While neither the second

radar frequency nor the cross-track scanning radiometer were included, the extra 10 GHz

channel was included on the multi-frequency radiometer, greatly strengthening the passive

microwave products.

TRMM's Precipitation Radar (PR) is the first radar designed specifically for rainfall

monitoring to operate from space. While its swath is relatively narrow and it suffers from the

same uncertainties for rainfall estimation as ground based radars, the TRMM PR has

delivered an incredible wealth of detailed rain structure information. Examples include the

studies of propagating rainfall structures across land and ocean by Takayabu et al., (1999),

the direct observational evidence for the suppression of rainfall by smoke contaminated

clouds done by Rosenfeld (1999), the improvement of passive microwave rainfall retrievals,

and methods for potentially using PR as a reference standard to cross calibrate ground based

radars. The passive microwave instrument, TMI, aside from providing the highest resolution

data available to date, also has been used to derive sea surface temperature by a number of

investigators (e.g. Wentz, 1999). The combination passive and active sensors has, in turn,

allowed researchers to look into further constraining parameters such as the Drop-Size-

Distribution (DSD), Haddad et al., (1997) or Viltard et al., (1999). The Visible and infrared

instrument, in turn, has been useful to relate the detailed TRMM observations to the more
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availabledatafrom geostationarysatellitedata. It alsohasplayedina keyrole in interpreting

early resultsfrom theCERESinstrument.

Theinstrumentcharacteristicsthemselvesarenot treatedhereastheyaredescribedin detail

in theavailableliterature. ThecoreTRMM instrument,PR,TMI andVIRS aredescribedin

(Kummerowet al., 1998). The LIS instrument is described in (Christian et al., 1992), and

the CERES instrument is described by (Lee et al., 1998).

Calibrated and Earth located data from the TRMM instruments is referred to as Level 1 data.

Coding of the Level 1 algorithms was performed by the TRMM Science and Data

Information System (TSDIS) for the TMI and VIRS, and by NASDA for the PR. The only

additional product at level 1 is the PR reflectivity. In this algorithm the radar returned power

is converted into reflectivity, the factors most often used in science applications. In addition

to the conversion, a decision is made regarding the existence of rain in the radar filed of

view. If no rain is detected, the entire reflectivity column is set to a missing value. This was

done to help reduce data volumes in compressed file formats. All TRMM products have

version numbers that are incremented each time the data are reprocessed to reflect an

advancement of the TRMM products. Beginning with Version 3 at launch (Version 1 & 2

were pre-launch test codes), the data have been reprocessed to version 4 beginning on Sept.

1, 1998, and Version 5 beginning on Oct. 1, 1999.

2.2 Instrument Calibration

2.2.1 TMI Calibration

Almost immediately after launch, a calibration problem was detected with the TMI

instrument. To obtain a consistent time series of geophysical parameters from SSM/I and

TMI, the TMI was intercompared with the SSM/I's. The SSM/I's on F11, F13, and F14 are

used for the inter-calibration. TMI Level 1B data and SSM/I daily 1.0 ° maps from 12/10/97
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through4/24/98werespatiallycollocatedto within 0.7 ° and temporally collocated to within

30 minutes. To best compare TMI and SSMB antenna temperatures (TA), tWO corrections for

instrumental differences were applied. The TMI incidence angle is slightly different (52.75 °

versus 53.4 ° for SSM/I) and the TMI water vapor channel is at 21.3 GHz rather than 22.235

GHz. Thus, the SSM/I TA'S must be adjusted to correspond to the TMI incidence angle and

frequencies before comparisons can be made. Over the ocean, the magnitude of the

incidence angle adjustment is about 1K, while the frequency adjustment can be as large as 10

K. These adjustments are not constant, but depend on the atmospheric transmittance. No

adjustment is made to land observations because (1) the incidence angle and frequency

dependence of TA is small and (2) there are no reliable models for the incidence angle and

frequency variation of land observations.

Using collocated TA, the joint probability density function of TA,TM I - TA.SSM/I and TA,SSMn was

formed for each channel. Results are shown in Figure 1 represent the weighted least-squares

fit to the data. The fit can be expressed in terms of the following equation:

TA.SSM_= alTa.rMi + a 0 (1)

For all channels, the difference between SSM/I and TMI is near zero near TA = 295 K and

increases linearly with decreasing TA. For cold ocean observations the bias reaches values as

high as 5 K. The TRMM rollover maneuver also indicates that TA.TM_ has a warm bias. For

comparison, the inter-calibration biases for the series of SSM/I platforms were typically only

about 0.5 K. Thus the series of SSMfrs showed much better agreement than does TMI.

After some analysis, it was decided to use the following error model:

TA.VM, = (1 -- e)T A + 8T0 (2)

where TA is the true temperature of the incoming radiation, TA,VMIis the measurement, To is

the physical temperature of some unknown emitter in the field of view (possibly the antenna

itself), and e is the emissivity of that emitter. Taking the SSlVl/I observations as truth (with
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all the appropriatecaveats),then (1) and (2) can be combined to obtain the following

relationships:

at - 1
e - (3)

al

To - -a° (4)
a_ - 1

Thus one can use the SSM/I versus TMI comparison to estimate the temperature and

emissivity of the error source. Table 3 gives the results. As can be seen, except at 85 GHz,

which we have the least confidence in, the emitter temperature is similar to 295K and the

emissivity is about 3 to 4 %. Since there are no SSM/I versus TMI comparisons at 11 GHz,

we use the 19 GHz value to specify e and T Oat 11 GHz.

Given 8 and To, (2) can then be used to predict TA.TM_ for the TRMM rollover

maneuver for which T^ = 2.7. The predicted difference between TA,TM_minus 2.7 is given in

Table 2 under the column ATg,pr_d, and the TA difference that was actually observed is given

in the last column. There is generally good agreement between the cold space bias predicted

from the SSM/I versus TMI comparison and that actually observed, thereby giving us

confidence in the error model.

Two corrections are therefore possible to account for the emitting source that appears

to be radiating into the TMI feedhorns. The first correction is simply the inverse of equation

(2), where 8 and To come from Table 4.

TA - TA,Tr_ - 8To
1-8 (5)

Depending on the application, this correction has the additional advantage that it matches the

TMI observations to the SSM/I observations so that one can produce a continuous time

series.
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Thesecondcorrectionis basedon theTRMM rollovermaneuverobservationsandthe

assumptionthattheerrormodelgivenby (2) is correctandthatthetypical valuefor TOis 295

K. With theseassumptionsonehas(note292.3= 295-2.7)

TA = 292"3T^,rul - 295ATA,ob s
292.3 - ATA,ob s (6)

Beginning with Version 5, the TMI radiance data uses the rollover calibration procedure

(eq'n 6). This was done in order to retain as much physics as possible and avoid potential

errors that can be introduced by simply cross-calibrating sensors. Prior data (Versions 3 & 4)

contain the warm bias error described above.

2.2.2 PR calibration

Accurate calibration of the PR is important to establish the clear interface condition between

Level-1 and higher level algorithms, thereby assuring accurate and stable rain products. To

develop the PR calibration algorithm, variation and drift of PR system parameters are

modeled to have "intermediate-term", and "long-term" components. The former is caused by

the temperature change inside the PR and roughly has a period of one orbit (91 min). The

correction for this term can be performed by monitoring the temperature of the instrument.

The long term variations may occur due to gradual degradation of system performance (gain,

loss, etc.) and/or failure of some active array elements. To monitor this term, an internal

loop-back calibration function, including transmitter power and receiver gain monitors have

been implemented. To conduct an absolute calibration and to detect changes in antenna

characteristics and telemetry sensors, a calibration scheme using an external reference target

has also been developed.

An internal calibration algorithm has been developed using a detailed PR system model that

describes the temperature dependence of all system parameters related to the conversion

process from count value to the radar received power or to the radar reflectivity factor. The

internal calibration handles the relative intermediate-term variation and some part of the

long-term variation through the measurement of the input-output characteristics of the
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receiver. External calibration of the PR, which handles the absolute calibration and

monitoring of long-termvariations,is performedusingan Active RadarCalibrator (ARC)

placedat agroundcalibrationsitein Japan.An errorbudgetanalysisof theARC calibration,

including the error in the internal calibration, has indicated that the absolutecalibration

accuracyof betterthan1 dB couldbeachieved.

In the initial check-outof the PR, which was conductedfor 2 months after the TRMM

launch, the PR systemgain wasdeterminedthroughARC calibrations.As a result, it was

confirmed that the calculatedPR receivergain, basedon the dataobtainedon the ground

before launch,and usingthe temperaturetelemetry,is about0.6 dB higher than the ARC

calibration result, while the PR transmit power is about 0.6 dB lower. Those results were

implemented as correction factors to calculate the PR received power and radar reflectivities.

They are first implemented in Version 5 of the PR Level 1 products. Since the completion of

the initial check-out, the PR system characteristics have shown excellent stability except for

cases where unusual temperature change occurred due to power shutdown for satellite

maintenance. Both transmit and receive path gains calibrated by the ARC have shown

variations within +/- 0.2 dB around the gain initially corrected. Sea surface return levels

measured at the incidence angles between 6 and 10 degrees are quite consistent with previous

measurements by Ku-band airborne radars developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory and

Communications Research Laboratory, and have also been stable within about +/- 0.2 dB.

Moreover, comparisons of PR-measured radar reflectivities of rainfall with those measured at

NASA's Florida ground validation site and by the MU radar of Kyoto University show good

agreements (differences within about 1 dB, on average). Those calibration and validation

results indicate that the PR system characteristics have been and will be sufficiently stable

and accurate to assure quantitative radar reflectivity and surface radar cross-section

measurements.
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Such agreement in the observed radar reflectivity has, in turn, forced a much more

comprehensivevalidationstrategyin orderto assessthevalidity of rainfall products. It has

also led to unforeseenbenefits suchas the possibility of using a spaceborneradar as a

calibration constantto monitor the multitudeof groundbasedradarswhich arecalibrated

independentlyandrarelyto the 1dBZ standardsof theTRMM PR. An example of PR data

collected over hurricane Floyd is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.3 VIRS Calibration

The VIRS radiometric calibration algorithm converts the digital data downlinked from the

instrument into spectral radiances. VIRS has five bands, one in the visible, one in the

shortwave infrared, and three in the thermal infrared. The calibration algorithm treats each

band in the same manner, except that the visible and shortwave infrared bands do not respond

to the thermal radiation emitted by the instrument and these bands do not have the nonlinear

responses with input radiance found in the thermal bands. The calibration coefficients for the

visible and shortwave infrared bands were determined in the laboratory before launch. VIRS

carries a reference blackbody that is used to update the calibration coefficients for the

thermal bands for each scan of the instrument on orbit. In addition, VIRS uses an onboard

diffuser to view the sun approximately once per month. The VIRS radiometric algorithm

uses measurements of these reference sources to provide calibrated spectral radiances for

each Earth pixel that it views.

The uncertainties of the VIRS radiances from the visible and SWIR bands are calculated to

be 6%. The primary component of these uncertainties, about 5%, comes from the laboratory

calibration of the bands. A second component comes from uncertainties in the change of the

instrument from its laboratory calibration to the start of on-orbit operations. The uncertainty

contribution from the mirror reflectance (system response vs. scan angle) is believed to be

small, since the reflectance corrections for these bands are 1% or less. Other instrumental

uncertainties are also believed to be small.
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The uncertaintiesfor the thermal bandradiancesareapproximately3%, half thosefor the

visible andSWIR bands. In termsof temperature,theuncertaintiesareabout2K at 300K.

The uncertaintyin theradiancefrom theonboardblackbody,combinedwith the uncertainty

in the linearity of the responseof the detectors,accountsfor 2/3 of the total. On orbit

characterizationof responsevs.scanangle(scanmirror reflectance)hasshowndifferencesof

up to 2%from the pre-launchvaluesin thethermalinfraredbandslocatedat 10.75and 11.94

micrometers.However, the useof the on-orbit valuesdoes not remove the mirror as a

primary sourceof uncertaintyfor theVIRS thermalradiances.Moredetailedinformationon

theVIRS calibrationactivitiesmaybefoundin Barneset al, (1999).

3. TRMM Rainfall Algorithms

Rainfall products, their error budgets and the vertical structure of latent heating form the

cornerstone of TRMM science. In designing the data systems to generate these products

under the very tight budget constraints, it was necessary to minimize the set of products that

would satisfy the mission requirements. This section presents an overview of the algorithms

deemed critical to the mission success. A summary of these products is presented in Table 4

for reference. The Levels (2, or 3) follow the standard NASA nomenclature. Level 2

consists of the retrieved geophysical parameters at the satellite footprint level, while level 3

products represent either space or time averaged geophysical parameters. Like the Level 1

products, rainfall products follow the version numbers with Version 3 released at launch,

Version 4 introduced on Set. 1, 1998 and Version 5 introduced on Oct. 1, 1999. Roughly 2-3

days of data can be reprocessed in 24 hours. Reprocessed products are therefore not

available immediately but with some delay depending upon the date the data were collected.
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A comprehensivediscussionof all the rainfall productsis well beyondthe scopeof this

paper. Instead, only the main progress in the rainfall algorithms since launch, and

intercomparisonbetweenalgorithmsarepresentedhere. An intercomparisonof zonalmean

rainfall accumulationsfor the four major independentrainfall estimatesalgorithms(Version

4) is presentedin Figure 3. Thesealgorithmsrepresentthe initial algorithms(Version 4)

which aretheat-launchalgorithmsafterthe initial softwareerrorswerecorrected.As canbe

seenfrom figure 3, thereis awiderangebetweentheTMI profiling algorithmandthe thatof

thePR. Thefollowing shortsectionsdescribetheinitial improvementsto thealgorithmsthat

have beenundertakenduring the first two yearsalongwith a comparisonof the improved

algorithms (Version5) which becameavailableon Oct. 1, 1999. At thetimeof this writing,

however, only one month of data, February 1998, had been processedwith the new

algorithmsin atestenvironment.Thenewresults,whileprobablyrepresentativeof theother

months,havenot beenexaminedfor time periodsotherthantheonepresentedhere. Rainfall

comparisonsamongthenew versionsof thealgorithms(Version5) areshownin Figure4.

3.1TMI Profiling Algorithm - (TSDISref. 2A-12)

Theprofiling algorithmbeingusedby TMI makesuseof theBayesianmethodologyto relate

the observedmulti-channelbrightnesstemperaturesto the hydrometeorsprovided in an a-

priori database. This initial databaseis suppliedby non-hydrostaticcumulus-scalecloud

modelsusing explicit cloud microphysics.More detailscanbe found in Kummerowet al.,

(1996). This algorithm was originally developed for the SSM/I and was simply reconfigured

for the TMI to take the somewhat different channels and higher spatial resolutions of the TMI

into account. The main problem detected with the Version 4 TMI algorithm was the

algorithm's inability to correctly identify stratiform rainfall far away from any convection.

This problem was made worse by the fact that the cloud numerical simulations all have

substantial regions of transition clouds between convective and stratiform clouds. These

regions are defined as stratiform in the cloud model by virtue of their small vertical wind
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velocity but are very inhomogeneousand thus appearmore convective to the passive

microwave retrieval algorithm. This problem wascorrectedby requiring that the spatial

inhomogeneityof the TMI also resemblethe spatial inhomogeneityof the cloud model

profiles found in the database. This modification reduced the rainfall rates in clearly

stratiformregimesandwastheprimaryreasonfor arainfall reductionbetweenversions4 and

5. In going from version4 to version5, the retrievedlatentheatinghasbeentemporarily

deleted.It wasfoundwith version4 thatthereweresomeinstabilitiesin thisretrievedheating

profilesoutsidethetropics. It wasfelt thatuntil theextratropicallatentheatingprofilescould

be generatedwith confidence this product should be set to missing. It is planned to

reintroducethelatentheatingwith version6 of thealgorithm.

3.2TMI Monthly RainMappingAlgorithm - (TSDISref. 3A-11)

This algorithm producesmonthly oceanic rainfall accumulations on a 5°x5 ° grid. It also

originated as an SSM/I algorithm and has been running successfully with that sensor for over

10 years. In this algorithm, the brightness temperatures are considered to be a function of

only two variables, the rain rate and the height of the 0°C isotherm (freezing level). The

freezing level is associated with the total integrated water vapor content (TIWV) through

modeling assumptions - namely that the column water vapor changes from 80% at the

surface to saturation at cloud base - assumed to be 500 meters below the freezing level.

These assumptions, while weak in the general case, are reasonably robust when restricted to

raining conditions. Since the TIWV impacts the 19 and 21 GHz channels very differently

whereas the rain impacts them rather similarly, the two channels can be used to solve for the

TIWV and, by implication, the freezing level. The rain rate can then be derived using several

channel combinations. Since the improved spatial resolution of the TMI can be introduced in

a straightforward manner through the beam-filling correction, only minor changes have been

made between Versions 4 and 5 of this algorithm. A more detailed description of this
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algorithm, and in particular, comparisons between TMI and SSM/I can be found in Chang et

al., (1999).

3.3 PR profile - (TSDIS ref. 2A-25)

The rainfall algorithm has undergone a number of changes between version 4 and version 5.

Aside from the slight increase in rainfall stemming from the calibration adjustment discussed

in Section 2.2.2, the rainfall algorithm has been modified in three additional ways. The first

is an improvement of the algorithm for the estimation of the attenuation at the surface. In the

new version, uncertainties in both the radar signals and the surface reference are taken into

account. The second is the replacement of the DSD measured over Darwin by a more

globally justifiable DSD derived from measured DSDs and Z-R relations from various places

near the ocean all over the world. The third is the introduction of adjustments in the Z-to-R

conversion coefficients that are consistent with the form of the DSD model assumed and the

total path attenuation estimate. More details of these procedures can be found in Iguchi et

al., (1999). Aside from these algorithm modifications, output data items were slightly

changed. Among them the most important change to the user was the removal of the

ambiguities between "rain possible" and "rain certain" classifications flowing down from the

Level 1 product. In version 4, the algorithm computed rainfall regardless of the rain

likelihood, forcing the user to make the determination regarding the likelihood of rainfall.

The Version 5 algorithm now makes that determination and sets the rainfall to zero if it

determines that rainfall is not probable in a "rain possible" scenario. The net effect of all

these changes has been to increase the rainfall derived by the PR by about 15% on the global

scale, with roughly a 10% increase in the convective rainfall and roughly a 20% increase in

the stratiform rainfall.
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3.4CombinedPR/TMI Profiling algorithm- (TSDISref. 2B-31)

Theguiding principle in thedesignof the"Day-One"combinedalgorithms(Version4) was

to mergeinformationfrom thetwo sensorsinto a singleretrievalthatembodiedthestrengths

of eachsensorusinga veryconservativeapproachin thebeginning.TheVersion4 algorithm

designedto run atlaunchusedonly the 10GHz channelof theTMI to obtainan independent

estimateof the totalpathattenuationat 13.8GHz, thefrequencyof theTRMM Precipitation

Radar(PR).Detailsof thisprocedurecanbefoundin Haddadet al. (1997). This conservative

approach has now been refined into a scheme that uses all the TMI channels to construct a

solution that best fits all the radar and radiometer data. The version 5 algorithm uses the 85

GHz TMI channels to estimate the amount of ice overlaying the rain, then uses the

appropriate parameterized rain-radiances relations (derived from the TMI Profiling

Algorithm's a priori database) to find the radar-derived rain profile that best matches the

observed radiances. The "best-match" criterion is as in Haddad et al (1997). Details of the

rain-radiances relations can be found in Coppens et al., (1999). In addition, the Combined

PR/TMI algorithm has also resolved the ambiguity caused by the "rain certain" and "rain

possible" conditions introduced by the PR level 1 algorithm.

3.5 TRMM and Other Satellite combination - (TSDIS ref. 3B-42)

The TSDIS algorithm and code for Product 3B-42 is based on the Adjusted GPI (AGPI)

technique described by Adler et al. (1994). The technique uses the surface rainfall output

from 2A-12, with scaling by the ratios in 3B-31 (both referenced above) to objectively adjust

rain rates inferred from geo-IR satellite observations and produce monthly total rain maps for

the region of 40°N to 40°S. Specifically, the spatially variable ratio is computed between

monthly rain rate averages from coincident 2A-12 (with scaling by 3B-31 ratios) and VIRS

infrared data (1B-01), and these monthly ratios are applied to the full 3-hrly geo-IR data set.

In version 4, the algorithm produces a pentad (five-day) product on a 1o lat./long grid. The

physics of the algorithm has not changed between version 4 and version 5, but there are some
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changesin the output product due to changesin the 2B31 algorithm noted above. In

addition,theversion5codegeneratesdaily l°by 1ooutputfiles to makeit easierfor potential

users to aggregatedata for their individual requirements.Since no additional data were

introducedin going from 5- and30dayproductsto thedailyproduct,theuncertaintyin each

daily product hasgrown proportionally. Figure 5 showscomparisonsbetweenthe 3B42

productwith atoll rain gaugedataproducedby MorrisseyandGreene(1991) aswell asthe

TRMM validationdatadescribedin Section4.

3.6TRMM andOtherDatacombination- (TSDISref. 3B-43)

The TSDIS algorithm and code for Product 3B-43 are based on the technique described by

Huffman et al. (1997). Version 4 combines the TRMM and Other Satellite product (3B-42),

TCI (3B-31), and a monthly SSM/I product based on the 2A-12 algorithm (3A-45) into an

intermediate multi-satellite product. The scheme is a weighted linear combination done by

estimating random errors for each of the input products and then using them to provide

weighting by inverse error variance. Version 5 omits the TRMM combined TMUPR (2B-31

above) and SSM/I products due to concerns about diurnal biases. The final combination with

the gauge analysis is the same in both versions, and again uses a linear combination with

inverse error variance weighting.

3.7 New products developed by TSDIS

TSDIS generates the TRMM standard products and is responsible for distributing data to the

TRMM algorithm development team. The Goddard DAAC (Distributed Active Archive

Center) performs the broader distribution of data. The interface to both data systems is web

based and both can be accessed from the TRMM Web site http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov. In

Japan, TRMM scientists and associated researchers can access these same products through

the NASDA data system accessible via: http://www.eorc.nasda.go.jp/TRMM/.
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For convenience of the algorithm development team, TSDIS also routinely produces subsets

of the data products that provide data only over the 10 designated ground validation sites and

some additional sites desired by the science team. These subsets have the same format as the

regular products but are much smaller. The Goddard DAAC is also making these subsets

available to its general users. TSDIS also has a limited capability of producing special

subsets for the algorithm development team that can cover regions of the globe other than the

TRMM ground validation sites. Such subsets are produced at the request of an algorithm

developer for the area and time period that they specify.

Because of the early success for the data system, TSDIS has been able to provide expanded

product capabilities. In July 1998, TSDIS began generating near real-time data products. The

products are the same as the official products described above, but the output data have been

reduced drastically to only those parameters that might be of use to the real-time users. This

includes surface rainfall and 20 (instead of 80) layers of tile PR vertical structure. Unlike the

normal data stream which is generated on an orbit-by-orbit basis, the real-time data varies in

size depending upon TRMM contact with the Data Relay Satellite. Near real-time data are

generally available within 3 hours of collection of the oldest bit in the data stream.

In addition to the near-real time data products, TSDIS has also begun distributing gridded

surface rainfall data. Global data at 0.5 ° resolution, as well as land data over South America

and Africa are available at 0.1 ° resolution. Both datasets contain the rainfall and convective

fraction of rain from the TMI, PR and combined TMI/PR algorithms. The files are produced

daily and are written in plain text format for ease of use. The data are written into the grid

box that had a TRMM overpass, recording both the time of the overpass of the first pixel in

that grid box, the rainfall parameters and the necessary statistics of observations within the

grid box to allow for later reconstruction of rainfall accumulations. Further reference on

obtaining any of these products is available from the TSDIS web site.
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Thevalidationeffortsof TRMM areseparatedinto two categories.Thefirst is theroutine

validationof rainfall productsproducedby anumberof cooperativeradarsites. The second

consists of an aggressive schedule of Field Experiments around the globe designed to

physically validate many of the assumptions both the spaceborne as well as the ground based

instrument algorithms.

To increase credibility of the TRMM products it is necessary to conduct special

measurements at and near the Earth's surface. The TRMM Ground Validation (GV) program

is composed of two primary efforts: climatological validation and physical validation.

General objectives are to obtain an improved understanding of the physical processes

associated with clouds and precipitation that ultimately lead to improvements in their remote

sensing and representation in numerical models. In climatological validation, standard

products are produced from various sites that have one or more calibrated radars and a

network of regularly maintained rain gauges. The objective is to provide independent

validation of the satellite products at select locations.

4.1 Climatological Validation

Table 5 describes basic characteristics for the four primary validation sites. The primary sites

are described in detail on the TRMM web site under "validation". Radar and rain gauge data

are provided on a continuous, routine basis to Goddard, from which standard products are

generated. The exception is Darwin, in which data are received only during the 5-6 month

long wet season. Products from five additional special climatology sites (Guam, Taiwan,

Brazil, Israel, and Thailand) during select, 3-6 month periods of interest to TRMM are

currently being generated by investigators at their home institutions.
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Dataquality is a majorchallengein climatologicalvalidation. Therainfall productsareonly

as good as the quality of the radar and rain gauge data. Raw radar data are contaminated by

returns from non-meteorological targets (bugs, birds, the surface [anomalous propagation],

chaff, wildfires). The current quality control algorithm requires an analyst to vary adjustable

parameters in order to remove these echoes. Rain gauge data are also edited by comparing

temporal and spatial correlations with radar-derived rainfall estimates (using Z=300*R 1"4)

over the locations of the gauges. An automated procedure was developed that determines

which of the gauges pass this quality control step (Amitai, 1999; Marks et al., 1999), and the

algorithm performed very well when compared with manual inspection of the merged gauge-

radar data. Hereafter those gauges that pass this quality control step will be referred to as

"good" gauges. Monthly rainfall estimates improve by up to 50 percent when quality control

measures are applied to the radar and gauge data sets (Kulie et al., 1999: Robinson et al.,

1999; Marks et al., 1999).

Rain maps are generated from each of the primary sites following Steiner et al. (1995).

Radar-derived rainfall estimates (using Z=300*R 1"4) over the locations of the good gauges

are adjusted by 7-min averaged rain rates measured by these gauges. A final relationship is

derived, Z=A*R 1'4 , in which A=300*(R/G) TM, R is the total rainfall estimated by the radar

over the good gauges, and G is the accumulated rainfall measured by the good gauges. This

bulk adjustment is applied separately for rainfall classifications, resulting in convective and

stratiform ZR relationships, Aconv*R 1"4 and Astrat* R 1'4, respectively. This bulk adjustment

is applied to a month of data from each site. If the total accumulation of rainfall from the

sum of the good gauges is less than 250 mm, then the procedure is applied to several months

of data for that site, in order to avoid numerical instabilities in the procedure.
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A comparisonof TRMM productswith the GV rain mapswas shownin Figure 5b. The

monthly rain estimatesagreeto within 20% is also the uncertainty among the TRMM

algorithms. Becausesurfaceradarsrequireoccasionalmaintenanceandrepair,they cannot

operatecontinuouslylike satellites. A moredefinitive comparisonis underwayby taking a

subsetof thesatellitemeasurementsmatchedto whenthe radarsareoperating,in which the

monthly GV andsatellite rainfall estimatesare expectedto agreewithin 15%. Like the

satelliteproducts,the ClimatologicalvalidationproductsalsouseVersionnumbersto track

continuouslyimprovingalgorithms and methods. They are, however, not tied to the satellite

Versions to avoid the need to validate with products that are themselves evolving. At the time

of this writing, Version 3 was in effect for the validation products.

4.2 Physical Validation

Table 6 lists the five different field experiments that were conducted during the first two

years of the mission. These data sets will be used to evaluate the physical assumptions made

by rainfall algorithms, initialize and validate the cloud resolving models, test latent heating

retrievals from the TRMM observables, and evaluate methods of estimating rainfall and

latent heating from ground based radars. In addition to this basic set of objectives, the field

experiments were designed as a group in order to insure that the specific observations could

also be compared between experiments in order to gain some insight into the regional

dependence of any findings. A number of measurements are therefore common to all

experiments.

The core of all experiments consisted of a pair of Doppler radars needed to obtain the vertical

air motions that are critical to independently verify the latent heating profiles associated with

precipitation. Similarly, all experiments had significant levels of meteorological soundings

in order to initialize cloud scale models that provide the input for TRMM based latent

heating estimates. Area-averaged divergence and budgets of heat and moisture will be
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derived from radiosondenetworksin TRMM-LBA andKWAJEX. Comparisonsbetween

thesevarious methodsfor arriving at the latentheatingprofiles must ultimately form the

basisfor any latentheatingprofilesderivedfrom thesatellite.

Theotherobjectiveof theFieldExperimentsis to validatethephysicalassumptionsmadeby

theTRMM retrievalalgorithms. It is vital that theassumptionsmadeby theTRMM sensor,

aswell asgroundbasedalgorithmsbecarefullycheckedin orderto gainconfidencethat we

not only havethe right answer,but haveit for the right reason. Foremostamongtheseis

verification that the TRMM radaris using statistically appropriatedrop size distributions

(DSD). To meet this goal, all experimentscontained at least one aircraft capable of

measuring DSD in situ plus at least one aircraft capable of simulating the TRMM

observations. The latter is importantin orderto insurethat enoughsamplesareobtained

during each campaign. There were also excellent in situ measurementsof ice, which

documentedthe variations in habits and their particle size distributions as functions of

temperature(height)in differentpartsof thestormsalsocoordinatedwith at leastoneaircraft

capableof simulatingthe TRMM observations.This importantinformation should leadto

improvementsin theretrievalsandin thecloudmodels.

5. Early Applications

Beginningwith version5, the independentTRMM rainfall productsachievedagreement

amongthemselvesaswell asgroundobservationsthatareall within 20%.While muchwork

remainsto bedoneto continueto improvespace-andground-basedrainfall estimates,and

derivecredibleuncertaintyestimates,thegreaterconfidencein TRMM basedproducts,and

their SSM/Iderivativeshasalreadyhadasignificantimpactupona numberof applications.

Someof theongoingeffortsaredescribedbriefly describedbelow.
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5.1TropicalCyclones

The ability to forecastintensitychangesin tropicalcycloneshasshownlittle progressin the

pasttwo decades.With morethan84TropicalCyclonessampledin thefirst 13monthsof

operations,TRMM offersuniqueopportunitiesto identifybothacceleratorsandbrakesupon

intensity.Within a few daysafterlaunchin November1997,TRMM witnessedthebirth of

twin typhoons.An equatorial westerly wind burst flared up 2000 km southwest of Hawaii.

Paka formed in the Northern Hemisphere and Pam in the Southern. At first Paka remained

weak, until on December 10 a huge convective burst occurred (Figure 6). In the Figure, the

upper left panel shows the geosynchronous view. The large round white area is the top of one

of the early "hot towers". The upper right panel shows the TRMM radar superimposed on the

geosynchronous image, while the lower left panel is the 85 GHz image from the TRMM

Microwave Imager (TMI). Both the radar and the passive microwave show a clear eye, which

was hidden on the geosynchronous image. The lower right shows a radar cross section from

A to B on the radar image above. The very high tower leans slightly inward toward the eye.

Other radar cross sections show cloud material extruding from the cloud into the eye and

almost surely sinking. The convective burst is associated with Paka's first rapid intensity

increase from about 27 m s- 1 to above 50 m s- 1 on December 11. Paka was a mature

Typhoon until December 22, crossing the entire North Pacific. It caused great damage in

Guam and became a Supertyphoon shortly thereafter. The first rapid deepening has been

studied and related to a combination of the convective burst's carrying up high energy air

(Halverson et al., 1999) and the storm core moving over warmer water (Rodgers et al.,

1999).

The TRMM PR and TMI images of tropical cyclones are especially noteworthy for their

potential operational use as well as their obvious research applications. The TRMM radar

data can be displayed in plan view at a number of altitudes or in vertical cross-section format.

The 250 meter vertical resolution of the PR data are much more detailed than can be obtained
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from operationalradarsexceptat very closerange. Even the 85 GHz imagesalonehave

demonstratedtheir ability to distinguishbetweenaverageandintenseeyewallconvection,as

in this recentoverpassof Category4 HurricaneFloydapproachingtheBahamas(Fig 2). In

fact, for the past two hurricaneseasons,the Navy hasprovidedTRMM aswell asSSM/I

images in near-real time on their tropical cyclone home page

http://kauai.nrlmry.navy.mil:80/sat-bin/tc_homeandtheoperationalagenciesaremaking

increasinguseof theseimages.

5.2Improving assimilatedglobaldatasetsusingTMI rainfall andTotal PrecipitableWater

(TPW) observations

The precipitationandtotal precipitablewater(TPW) estimatesderivedfrom theTMI have

proven to be effective for improving assimilateddatasets.Conventionalglobal analyses

currently containorder-oneerrors in primary hydrologicalfields suchasprecipitation and

evaporation,especiallyin the tropics.The TMI-derivedrainfall andTPW estimatesmay be

usedto constrainthesefields to produceaglobal analysisusefulfor understandingtherole of

tropical convection in global climate variability. Pilot studiescarried out at the NASA

GoddardSpaceFlight Centerhaveshownthat assimilatingthe 6-hr averagedTMI surface

precipitationandTPW estimatesimprovesnot only theprimary hydrologicalfields but also

keyclimate parameterssuchascloudsandradiationin theanalysisproducedby theGoddard

Earth ObservingSystem(GEOS)dataassimilationsystem(DAS). This sectionhighlights

someof thebenefitsof usingTMI rainfall andTPWdatain globaldataassimilation.

TheprecipitationandTPW assimilationalgorithmusedin theGEOSDAS is basedon a 6-hr

time integrationof a column versionof theGEOSDAS, which minimizesthe least-square

differencesbetweenthe observedTPW and rain ratesand thosegeneratedby the column

modelovera 6-hr analysiswindow.This "1+1" dimensionalscheme,in its generalizationto

four dimensions,is relatedto thestandard4D variationalassimilationbutemploysmoisture
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analysis increments instead of the initial condition as the control variable (see Hou et al.,

1999, for details of the algorithm).

In assimilation experiments in which the 6-hr averaged r rainfall (Kummerow et al. 1996)

and TPW retrievals (Wentz, 1999) are assumed to be "perfect" relative to the model's first

guess, the impact of these data on the GEOS analysis is to reduce the state-dependent

systematic errors in tropical precipitation and TPW fields. Since clouds and radiation are

directly affected by moist convection, the improved hydrological cycle, in turn, provides

better estimates of atmospheric energetics. This is evident in the improved Outgoing

Longwave Radiation (OLR) and Outgoing Shortwave Radiation (OSR) as verified against

independent measurements provided by the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System

(CERES) instruments aboard the TRMM satellite.

Figure 7 summarizes the impact of TMI rainfall and TPW assimilation on the monthly-mean

precipitation, TPW, OLR, and OSR in the tropics for January 1998. These monthly plots are

based on assimilation results sampled with the same spatial and temporal resolution as the

satellite data sets used for verification. The left panel shows time-mean spatial errors in the

these fields in the GEOS control assimilation. The right panel shows the corresponding errors

in an assimilation that incorporates the TMI rainfall and TPW observations. The monthly-

mean spatial biases and error standard deviations are significantly reduced in most fields.

The two apparent exceptions are the biases in the tropical-mean precipitation and OLR. The

slightly larger precipitation bias reflects that the rainfall assimilation algorithm is more

effective in reducing than enhancing precipitation, but the difference of 0.6 mm day-1 is

within observation uncertainties. The apparent increase in the OLR bias is due to the virtual

elimination of the negative OLR bias associated with precipitation, leaving tropical-mean

bias dominated by the positive (but reduced) bias in the rain-free regions. In the GEOS
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analysis the OSR errors are dominated by errors in the clouds. The improved OSR is

thereforeindicativeof improvedcloudpatterns.

5.3Improvingtropicalprecipitationforecastsfrom amulti-analysissuper-ensemble

This study makes use of the notion of a multi-model super-ensembledeveloped by

Krishnamurtiet. al. (1999a,b) for the improvementof seasonalclimate,global weather,and

hurricanetrackandintensityforecasts.Thosetwo papersshowthatsuper-ensembleforecasts

are invariably superior in skill to the individual multi-models. This samenotion is being

usedherefor demonstratingthe largeimpact of TRMM datasetson global prediction of

rainfall. Theprocedurebeginswith whatarecalledmulti-analysisforecastsof rainfall. The

multi-analysiscomes from the useof different rain rate algorithms for the initialization

(usingphysicalinitialization of rain rates,Krishnamurti,et al. 1991)for severaldifferent rain

ratealgorithms.Next, a total of 180experimentsarerunwith theFSUglobalspectralmodel

at the resolution T126 (roughly 80km resolution) with these several options. Each

experimententailsphysical initialization of theobservedrain (asmeasuredby the different

algorithms)andis followed by a three-dayglobal forecast.Theseexperimentalrunsarethen

comparedto an"observed"rainfall field which is derivedfrom themostcrediblesource(the

TRMM algorithmsin this case). This entire datageneratedfrom the multi-analysisbased

forecastsand these'observed'bestestimatesare regressedto obtain weights via multiple

regressionfor eachof theseforecastsweighedagainstthebest'observed'measures.

The nextstepin this exercisecallsfor a setof 30 newforecastsfor a newperiod. Herethe

previously generatedstatistics (i.e. weights) are usedalong with the new multi-analysis

forecaststo designsuperensembleforecasts.Threeday forecastshavebeenshownto have

very high forecast skills comparedto the direct forecastsfrom the use of the physical

initialization of a single run with a single rain ratealgorithm. Theseimprovementscanbe

measuredagainstpast performance,when only physical initialization was used.Figure 8
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illustratesa pastskill, i.e. thecorrelationof predictedandobservedrainfall, plotted against

the forecastdays. This illustration isbasedonTreadon(1996). TheFigureshowsthat there

is a very high nowcastingskill in thesecorrelations,i.e. of the order of 0.9. This wasa

featureof physical initialization. The forecastskill degradesto 0.6 by day 1 of forecast.

That skill degradesfurther by days2 and3 to values,suchas0.5 and0.45 (respectively).

Using the superensembleapproach,one is able to improve those numbers when the

TRMM/SSM/I -based rain rates are used as a benchmark for the definition of the

superensemblestatisticsand theforecastverification. Figure9 illustratesthe TRMM-based

forecastskills over severalselectedregionsof the globe. The major impact of TRMM

towardsimproving regional short-rangeforecastscanbe notedwhen comparedto results

obtainedin 1996. Finally, Figure 10showsexamplesof rainfall forecastson day 3 of

forecasts,comparedto the observedTRMM-basedestimatesat correlationlevelsof around

0.7 at day 3. This is a major accomplishmentfrom the useof TRMM satellitedata.Such

forecastscanonly improveif theglobalrainfall is further improvedwith additionalsampling.

6. SummaryandNext Steps

In thispaper,we havesummarizedthelatestprogressin calibratingTRMM and achieving

consistency among TRMM rainfall estimates with each other and ground based

measurements.We havealsoshownthesignificantimpactthathighquality spaceborneradar

and radiometermeasurementshaveon theunderstandingof precipitationphysics,on other

related atmosphericphenomena,and on the improvement that can be achieved in data

assimilation for atmosphericprediction. There area numberof other ongoing research

effortswithin theTRMM projectwhicharejust as important.Theseincludethemodelingof

oceansurfacetemperatureanomaliesdue to fresh water fluxes, the applicationof TRMM

rainfall for landhydrology analysisandmodeling,the investigationof intenserain systems

on atmosphericelectricity generationplusfeedbackson rain microphysicsfrom intensifying
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electricalfields, anddeterminingtherateof atmosphericoverturningduring the 1997-98E1

Nifio. Notably, the latter researchmay begin to shedlight on the potential impacts on

regionalrainfall thatcouldstemfrom aglobalwarmingprocess.

However,TRMM alonecannotsolveall problemsassociatedwith precipitation. TheTRMM

satellite's major drawbacksare its limited global samplingand its finite mission lifetime.

TRMM doesnot providemeasurementsoutsideof thetropics(35°N - 35°S),andits lifetime

is only expectedto be3-5 yearsdueto its low orbit. Moreover,the samplingfrequencyat

anygivenpoint by theTRMM radiometeris limitedto approximately1sampleevery 15hrs

while the TRMM radaris limited to approximately1 sampleevery50 hrs(dependingupon

the latitude of the sample). Although rainfall uncertaintiesdue to insufficient temporal

sampling can be studied and quantified using the TRMM retrievals in conjunction with

ground-basedvalidation data, they cannotbeovercomebasedon a single, Earth orbiting

satellite. Thus, while TRMM's attributes are many, TRMM rainfall uncertainties are

dominatedby sampling error. The consequenceof a short satellite lifetime and limited

samplingis to precludedetectingsubtlechangesin therainfall distributionandits associated

diabatic heating field that might result from a slowly changingclimate. Notably, since

TRMM wasneverdesignedto addresssuchachallenges,NASA andNASDA arenow in the

initial planningphasesof a new missioncalled the Global PrecipitationMission (GPM),

tentativelyplannedfor launchin 2006.

The GPMconceptwill addressclimate-rainfallvariability andhasbeenformulatedwith two

components. A singleprimary satellitewill beanenhanced,TRMM-Iike satellite that can

quantify the 3-dimensionalspatialdistributionof precipitationandtheassociatedlatentheat

release. This "core" platform will carry a dual frequencyrain radarplus a multi-channel,

polarizedpassivemicrowaveradiometerakin to TMI. By useof two radarfrequencies,it

will be possibleto determinethe first momentof the drop sizedistribution (i.e., the DSD
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mode)andthusrainfall ratesthat will exceedthequality of standardground-basedweather

radars. By merging the radiometer measurementswith the dual frequency radar

measurementsin acombinedalgorithmformulation,it maybepossibleto obtain information

indirectly on the secondmomentof the DSD (i.e., thedistributionspread). The radiometer

brightnesstemperatures,as is thecasefor TRMM, alsoprovidefurther insights into cloud

propertiesand cloud processesbeyond that given by radarreflectivities alone, plus help

transferinsightsinto thewiderradiometerswathregionsnotobservedby theradar,aswell as

theswathsof complementarysatellitesthatform thesecondcomponentof theGPMconcept.

The secondmissioncomponentof GPMconsistsof a numberof small radiometersatellites

(or microsats)flown in aconstellationconfigurationwith theprimarysatellite,providing the

necessarydiurnal sampling neededin forcing hydrometeorological models and error

reductionsin time-averagedrainfall estimatesto levelsbelow thoseintrinsic to hydrologic

andatmosphericmodels. Rainmeasuringis obtainedfrom amicrosatby theprimary satellite

"training" the microsat radiometerto retrieve rainfall statistically normalizedto the near

contiguous"core" satellite retrievals. With a total of 8 constellationradiometers,which

could consist of a mixture of microsatsand variousoperationalsatellitescarrying passive

microwaveradiometers(suchasSSM/I onDMSPandAMSR on ADEOS II or EOS-PM), a

sampling frequency of 3 hours would be achieved. This reduces sampling uncertainties to

below 10% for daily rainfall accumulations. As demonstrated with ongoing research related

to TRMM, such measurements will have significant positive impacts on prognostic model

data assimilation and weather forecasting skill, as well as on hydrological applications that

require near continuous sampling.

Because the microsat drones must be small, lightweight, and economical on energy

consumption, a new lightweight radiometer is currently being demonstrated by NASA to

meet the needs of the GPM. This will mean the primary cost drivers for the microsats will

only be the buses and launch vehicle(s). In addition, NASA is conducting a design study of a
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dual frequencyrain radar with polarization and Doppler coherency,an instrumentwhich

could eventuallyreplacetheinitial radarsystemon future missions. This designwould, in

theory,enabledirect retrievalof the first threemomentsof theDSD (i.e., themode,spread,

and skew associatedwith the large drop tail), Also, throughmulti-parametertechniques,

sucha radarcould addresstheimportantproblemsof determiningthephysicalpropertiesof

precipitating ice (i.e., sizedistributions, volumecrosssections,particle shapesand habits,

cantingangledistributions),aswell asexplicitly differentiatingicefrom supercooledwater.
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Figure 1 Regressionlines of TMI minus SSM/I TA difference (ATA) and SSM/I TA. for

common SSM/I and TMI channels.

Figure 2: Hurricane Floyd as captured by the TRMM PR superimposed over GOES image.

PR corss section AB and CD are shown in insets.

Figure 3: Monthly, zonally averaged mean rainfall derived from 4 independent TRMM

rainfall algorithms using the initially corrected at-launch algorithm version (Version 4)

Figure 4: Monthly, zonally averaged mean rainfall derived from 4 independent TRMM

rainfall algorithms after the first substantial improvement cycle was implemented on Oct. 1,

1999 (Version 5).

Figure 5: Comparison of TRMM adjusted IR rainfall estimates. (a) comparison with atoll

rain gauge data. (b) comparison with TRMM ground based radar rainfall products.

Figure 6: Geosynchronous and TRMM imagery of early stage of STY Paka in the North

Pacific at 0532 UTC on Dec 10, 1997. The upper left is GMS Geosynchronous image alone.

Note bright convective burst near storm center. The upper right superimposes the TRMM

radar image on the geosynchronous image. The lower left shows the TMI image superposed

on the GMS and the lower right is a precipitation radar profile between A and B.

Figure 7: NASA GEOS assimilation results with and without TMI observations for January

1998. The panel on the left shows errors in the monthly-mean tropical precipitation, total

precipitable water, outgoing longwave radiation, and outgoing shortwave radiation in the
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GEOScontrol assimilation.The panelon the right showsthe impact of assimilatingTMI

rainfall andTPW observationson thesefields.The percentagechangesrelative to errors in

the GEOS control are given in parentheses.See text for discussionsof bias values

accompaniedby anasterisk.

Figure.8: Skill of precipitationforecastsoverglobal Tropics, (30Sto 30N) basedon point

correlation,Treadon(1996). Abscissashowsdatesof forecast. Different curvesshow the

correlation of NCEP operationalmodel, resultsbasedon physical initialization with two

options(with andwithout the improvementof surfacefluxes).

Figure.9: Skill of the precipitation forecastsover Africa (0 to 60E) for: control forecast;

physical initialization using TRMM dataonly; superensembleforecastswherethe TRMM

plus SSM/I rain ratesareusedasa benchmark.Abscissadenotesdaysof forecast..

Figure 10: Comparison(in units mm day _) of observedestimates(basedon TRMM and

SSM/I) andthe day3 forecast from the superensemble.(a)GlobalTropics; (b) Africa; (c)

Tropical Americas.
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Table I: Goals of TRMM established by the Science Steering Group in 1986.

TABLE 1 - TRMM GOALS

I. To advance the earth science system objective of understanding the global energy and

water cycles by providing distributions of rainfall and latent heating over the global tropics.

H. To understand the mechanisms through which changes in tropical rainfall influence global

circulation, and to improve ability to model these processes in order to predict global

circulations and rainfall variability at monthly and longer time scales

III. To provide rain and latent heating distributions to improve the initialization of models

ranging from 24 hour forecasts to short-range climate variations

IV. To help understand, diagnose and predict the onset and development of the E1 Nifio,

Southern Oscillation and the propagation of the 30-60 day oscillations in the tropics

V. To help understand the effect that rainfall has on the ocean thermohaline circulations and

the structure of the upper ocean

VI. To allow cross-calibration between TRMM and other sensors with life expectancies

beyond that of TRMM itself

VII. To evaluate the diurnal variability of tropical rainfall globally

VIII. To evaluate a space-based system for rainfall measurement



Table2: TRMM SENSORSUMMARY - RAIN PACKAGE

MICROWAVE

RADIOMETER (TMI)

RADAR (PR) VISIBLE/INFRARED

RADIOMETER (VIRS)

10.7,19.3,21.3,37.0,

85.5GHz(dualpolarized

exceptfor 21.3V-only)

10x7km FOV at 37GHz

Conicallyscanning(53° inc)

760km swath

13.8GHz

4.3km footprint

250m verticalres.

Cross-trackscanning

215km swath

0.63, 1.61,3.75, 10.8and

12lam

@2.2km resolution

Cross-trackscanning

720 km swath

Additional Instrumentsbelongingto theEarthObservingSystem: CERES(Cloud& Earth

RadiantEnergySystem)& LIS (LightningImagingSensor)

Table3: Calibrationparametersusedfor TMI brightnesstemperaturecorrections.

llV
llH
19V
19H
21V
37V
37H
85V
85H

To(K)
0.0370 302.34
0.0284 290.41
0.0370 302.34
0.0284 290.41
0.0377 294.64
0.0375 296.15
0.0274 294.68
0.0396 279.61
0.0277 239.65

ATA, p_d

11.08

8.16

11.08

8.16

11.01

11.02

8.01

10.96

6.57

ATA, obs

11.1

9.9

12.4

12.3

13.5

13.2

12.2

13.7

13.0



Table4: TRMM SatelliteProducts

Level 2 data

Surfacecross-section2A-21

PRRaintype 2A-23

TMI profiles 2A12

PRprofiles 2A-25

PRfI'MI Combined 2B31

Level 3 data

TMI monthly rain 3A-11

PR monthly avg. 3A25

PR Statistical 3A26

PRfI'MI monthly avg. 3B31

TRMM & other 3B42

Satellites

TRMM & other Data 3B43

Radar surface scattering cross-section/total

path attenuation.

Type of rain (conv/strat) and height of bright band.

Sfc. rainfall and 3-D structure of hydrometeors

and heating over TMI swath.

Sfc rainfall and 3-D structure of hydrometeors

over PR swath

Sfc. rainfall and 3-D structure of hydrometeors

derived from TMI and PR simultaneously

Monthly 5 ° rainfall maps - ocean only.

Monthly 5 ° rainfall and structure statistics from PR

PR monthly rain accumulations - statistical method.

Monthly accumulation of 2B31 products & ratio

of this product with accumulation of 2A 12 in

overlap region.

Geostationary precip, data calibrated by TRMM.

daily, 1° resolution

TRMM, calibrated IR and gauge products - data

merged into single rain product. Monthly, I ° res.



Table 5. Description of the primary GV sites. All radars are Dopplerized. Also listed are

the number of tipping bucket gauges that measure 1-min rain rates, which have been used in

rain map production at GSFC.

Site

Kwajalein Atoll,

Republic of Marshall Islands

(8.72 N, 167.73 E)

Darwin, Australia

(12.25 S, 131.04 E)

Melbourne, Florida

(28.11 N, 80.65 W)

Houston, Texas

(29.47 N, 95.08 W)

Radar

characteristics

WSR-93D

10 cm

polarized

BMRC/NCAR C-POL
5 cm

polarized

WSR-88D

10 cm

No. of

gauges

2O

WSR-88D

10 cm
8O

80



Table 6. Summary of TRMM fieId campaigns. The presence of profilers (P), radiosondes

(soundings, S), rain gauges (R), disdrometers (D), tethersonde and surface fllLr tower (T),

and lightning detectors (L) in each experiment are listed in the last column.

Field Experiment

TEFLUN-A

(TExas-FLorida UNderflight

Experiment)

TEFLUN-B

(TExas-FLorida UNderflight

Experiment)

SCSMEX

(South China Sea

Monsoon Experiment)

TRMM-LBA

(TRMM-Large Scale Biosphere-

Atmosphere Experiment in

Amazonia)

KWAJEX

(KWAJalein EXperiment)

No. of

radarsLocation

Texas

Florida

South

China Sea

Rondonia,
Brazil

Kwajalein,
RMI

3

2

2

No. of

aircraft

2

0

2

2 3

Other

platforms

D,P, S, R, L

P,S, R, D, L

S,R,D

P, S, R, D, T, L

P, S,R, D, T


